
fmcloud.fm vs Power Computing (PCI) FileMaker hosting
PCI Managed FileMaker 

hosting 
(their CHEAPEST)

PCI Managed. (their 
CHEAPEST matching 

requirements) 

fmcloud.fm Pro (our MOST 
EXPENSIVE) - 5 users

What you get at fmcloud.fm 
FOR THE SAME PRICE

Web site Web site

Config Essentials (not matching 
requirements)

Premium (matching 
requirements)

Pro plan 5 users Pro plan 86 users

RAM 4 GB (below requirements) 8 GB 8 GB 29 GB

CPU Dual Core

(below requirements)

Quad Core 4 (guaranteed) to 32

Storage 120 GB, including Operating System, FileMaker Server 
and Backups

30 GB, for Databases and 
Container data only

200 GB, for Databases and 
Container data only

OS Information not provided Linux Ubuntu

Backups Daily, Weekly Hourly, Daily, Weekly

Web Direct Disabled Available Available (we have an even cheaper plan w/o WD: $49/month)

Total price $110/month $250/month $59/month $251/month

Other fmcloud.fm benefits
Access to your backups using sFTP Productive Computing intervention required to access backups

No time commitment Rent a server for a few weeks only

Additional dev server at low price $49 (Starter plan), $59 (Pro plan)

Free trial for all configs 100% free, no Credit card information required. FMPHost has only the 
small config available.

Deploy trial server right from the web site Just talk to the chatbot, he’ll take care of it

Free SSL certificate for custom domain Free at fmcloud.fm, annual (not specified) fee at Power Computing

php on server PCI also has web hosting in the same data center, also included

Upload databases and containers independently

Proof+Geist Otto 20€/month with no time commitment

Maximum availability Upgrades take only a few seconds. By the way, you can also downgrade.

Export to htdocs from your FileMaker app Export data or resources and make it instantly available to your website

Partner program Become a partner and provide hosting to your customers

Campus program Universities can deploy our technology on premise to provide next 
generation FileMaker hosting to all labs and departments
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